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SYSTEM AND METHODS OF
UPDATING COMPACT DISCS AND

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR UPDATING SAME

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the field of

multimedia, computers, and multimedia system, and, more

particularly, to data storage and compact discs.

5

Background of the Invention

Over the years, computers have developed to bring

tremendous changes to technology, company operations,

and various aspects of personal and work lives of

10 individuals. With the widespread advent of computers,

multimedia has developed to communicate information,

entertain, archive information, and provide information

to users of computers and other multimedia systems.

Relatively recently, compact discs have been developed

15 for storing and retrieving large amounts of information

or data when desired to be accessed by users. Magnetic

compact discs, i.e., floppy discs, having a rectangular

shape were first developed, and custom magnetic disc

readers soon became a standard on many computers

.

2 0 Because of the ability to store even larger amounts of

digital data, annular- shaped optical compact discs soon

became a standard for storing information such as new

software programs. The sizes of these annular- shaped



compact discs were about 120 mm, and later 80 mm

annular- shaped compact discs were developed.

Accordingly, computers and other hardware had optical

compact discs as standard equipment for loading

5 software and storing and retrieving other data for

users. One of the problems with optical compact discs,

however, is that these discs are a type of read-only

memory ("ROM") or CD-ROM. In other words, for years it

was not possible to write new information to the disc.

10 Accordingly, magnetic compact discs did not and have

not yet become obsolete. The cost effective

manufacturing and widespread distribution of the CD-

ROM, however, continues to make it attractive to users.

In response to this limitation of not being able

15 to write to optical compact discs, technology was

developed to try to make optical compact discs more

like magnetic compact discs. These compact discs have

the ability to read and write information to the discs

and are often called writeable compact discs or CD-Rs

20 or CD-RWs. Other hybrid formats have been developed

which allow both ROM type qualities and reading and

writing qualities on the same disc. An example of such

a hybrid disc can be seen in U.S. Patent No. 5,204,852

by Nakagawa et al . titled "Optical Disc-Like Recoding

25 Medium And Manufacturing Method Thereof." Such CDRs

,

CD-RWs, and hybrids, however, can be difficult and

expensive to manufacture, have a very small user base,

the writers for the format are not yet commonplace, and

in some instances provide a much greater reduction in

3 0 storage and read/writing capacity than the conventional

optical compact discs.

Also, in response to this limitation of not being

able to write to an optical compact disc, many

companies attempted to develop optical compact discs

35 with integrated circuits associated therewith or a

magnetic strip associated therewith. Examples of such

compact discs can be seen in U.S. Patent No. 5,465,381

2



by Schmidt et al . titled "Processor And Read/Write Head

Incorporated In Disk For Communicating Data To Host

Directly From Processor Read/Write Head To Read/Write

Head of Host Disk Drive" and U.S. Patent No. 5,652,838

5 by Lovett titled "Smart Disc CD-ROM. " The problem with

such new developments, however, is that such custom

type of compact discs require a special or custom

reader. The current user base has a conventional

compact disc reader. In other words, computer or other

10 hardware manufacturers would have to adopt a new type

of reader and this is not being done . Much of this

lack of adopting a new reader may be uncertainty over

the new format of the storing and reading media. These

custom compacts discs having integrated circuits

15 associated therewith also are more expensive to

manufacture and quality and other manufacturing,

distributing, reading, and writing problems can occur

more readily as well.

Other formats of storing information such as

20 digital video discs ("DVDs") have been developed as

well. DVDs are another format for compact discs which

provide enhanced formatting and view of digital video.

This technology, however, is in many ways only an

extension of the CD-ROM technology. Although starting

25 to become more widespread, this technology also

requires a separate or new computer drive for users.

Additionally, global communications networks, such

as the Internet, have been developed so that their use

has become much more widespread. A global

3 0 communications network advantageously allows users

throughout the world to communicate via computer

network links. One company, Iora Inc. of Burlingame,

California and Iora Ltd. of Basingstoke, Hampshire,

United Kingdom, along with Novell, Inc. of Orem, Utah,

3 5 has developed a file comparison and replication

technology, e.g., SoftCD, which allows compact disc

3



information to be updated through a communications

network such as the Internet. Examples of some of the

patents related to updating compact discs through the

Internet can be seen in U.S. Patent No. 5,991,771 by

5 Falls et al . titled "Transaction Synchronization In A

Disconnectable Computer And Network," U.S. Patent No.

5,950,198 by Falls et al . titled "Processes And

Apparatuses For Generating File Correspondency Through

Replication And Synchronization Between Target And

10 Source Computers," U.S. Patent No. 5,924,096 by Draper

et al . titled "Distributed Database Using Indexed Into

Tags To Tracks Events According To Type, Update Cache,

Create Virtual Update Log On Demand," and U.S. Patent

No. 5,878,434 by Draper et al . titled "Transaction

15 Clash Management In A Disconnectable Computer And

Network." This technology allows a user to insert an

optical compact disc into a disc drive and have the

compact disc periodically updated through the Internet

by writing information to a hard drive or other memory

20 of the user's computer instead of the disc itself.

This advantageously allows the user to purchase and

use a compact disc and yet have the information on the

compact disc to become stale or obsolete.

It was originally thought by many that the

25 Internet would greatly reduce or destroy the CD-ROM

market. Instead, large computer and software companies

and Internet Service Providers ("ISPs") have

distributed millions and millions of CD-ROMs. Although

this technology of updating compact discs through a

3 0 global communications network such as the Internet is

helpful, there is still a need for a more flexible,

user friendly, and complete systems or methods for

updating compact discs.

3 5 Summary of the Invention

4



With the foregoing in mind, the present invention

advantageously provides a system and method for

updating compact discs which is more flexible and user

friendly. The present invention also advantageously

5 provides a system and method for updating compact discs

which allows users of the discs to more readily,

easily, and quickly update the information or data on

the disc. The present invention advantageously

recognizes that compact disc technology is a tremendous

10 asset to the expansive use of a global communications

network such as the Internet because this technology

provides the support, the log on mechanism, the bulk

data, video and multimedia content that the Internet

fins hard or even impossible to deliver by itself. The

15 present invention also recognizes that compact disc

technology is complimentary to the Internet and takes

advantage of this recognition by providing a graphical

user interface that enhances updating of compact discs

through a global communications network such as the

20 Internet. The present invention further provides a

system and method of updating compact discs which does

not require major new investments in existing computer

machinery because the user base already exists. Even

still, the present invention still takes advantage of

25 changing technology to provide flexible adaptation to

other information delivery formats such as CD-R, CD-RW,

hybrid, DVD, and other formats as understood by those

skilled in the art.

More particularly, a system and method for

3 0 updating a compact disc is provided which preferably

has a computer having software stored thereon defining

a server. The server has first compact disc updating

software associated therewith for storing compact disc

update data. A communications network is preferably

35 positioned in communication with the server, and a

plurality of remote computers are preferably in

communication with the server through the

5



communications network. Each of the plurality of

remote computers preferably includes a processor for

processing digital data, a memory in communication with

the processor for storing digital data, a user display

5 in communication with the processor for displaying data

to a user, and a compact disc drive positioned to

receive at least one compact disc therein. A compact

disc is positioned in the compact disc drive of at

least one of the remote computers and is capable of

10 storing digital data thereon. The compact disc

preferably includes a seating ring interface seat

associated with the compact disc, second disc updating

software stored on the compact disc and in

communication with the first compact disc updating

15 software for updating digital data stored on compact

disc by storing the updated data in the memory of the

at least one remote computer so that the update appears

to the user to be on the compact disc. A graphical

user interface is stored on the compact disc for

2 0 producing a graphical user interface for display on the

users display of the at least one remote computer to

enhance and speed up user update capabilities to the

compact disc.

The present invention also provides a graphical

25 user interface which enhances and speeds up update

capabilities to a user of the compact disc. The

graphical user interface preferably has interface

displaying means for displaying a graphical user

interface on a user display of a remote computer and

3 0 directing means for graphically directing a user

through a plurality of blocks for updating stored

digital data in memory of at least one remote computer

so that the update appears to the user to be on a

compact disc. The directing means preferably includes

35 software loading means displayed to a user for loading

disc updating software into the memory of the at least

one remote computer responsive to the user. The

6



graphical user interface also preferably has update

initiating means associated with the disc updating

software for initiating the updating of the updated

data from remote disc updating software, e.g., disc

updating software on a server.

The graphical user interface of the present

invention advantageously automates the process of

updating a compact disc and informs the user of the

blocks required for such automated update. In turn,

the user friendly interface enhances the update

capabilities and provides a seamless interface between

users and updating functions.

The present invention further provides a method of

updating a compact disc. The method preferably

includes providing first compact disc updating software

associated with a computer defining a server for

storing compact disc update data and positioning a

compact disc in a compact disc drive of at least one

remote computer capable of storing digital data

thereon. The compact disc preferably includes a

seating ring interface seat associated with the compact

disc. The method also preferably includes providing

second disc updating software stored on the compact

disc and in communication with the first compact disc

updating software through a communication link,

updating digital data stored on the compact disc by

storing the updated data in the memory of the at least

one remote computer, and producing a graphical user

interface to enhance update capabilities to a user of

the compact disc.

The method can also include directing a user

through a plurality of blocks by the graphical user

interface on a display of the at least one remote

computer to thereby update stored digital data in

memory of the at least one remote computer so that the

update appears to the user to be on a compact disc,

loading disc updating software into the memory of the



at least one remote computer responsive to the user,

and initiating the updating of the updated data from

remote disc updating software.

The present invention is particularly advantageous

5 in use with a communication network such as the

Internet or an Intranet because the Internet, for

example, has become widely used for communication,

information distribution, training, and other

functions. Because the information or data used for

10 these purposes or function can change, the present

invention greatly reduces or limits the need for static

information such as provided in the conventional CD-ROM

format. Also, because the distribution of information

is quicker, when CD-ROMs or other related technologies

15 as described in the background are distributed to

users, the content information, e.g., a price, a new

product, a news item, an important specification, a

delivery schedule, a product recall, a health or safety

update, legislation, statistical, or other information,

2 0 may have changed or may change shortly thereafter.

Because users are already using CD-ROMs and are

familiar with their format, the users also

advantageously do not need to be re-educated or re-

trained on other formats to use the present invention.

25

Brief Description of the Drawings

Some of the features, advantages, and benefits of

the present invention having been stated, others will

3 0 become apparent as the description proceeds when taken

in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is an environmental perspective view of a

system for updating a compact disc and showing a user

updating a compact disc according to the present

3 5 invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of a

compact disc having disc updating software stored



thereon according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary perspective view of a user

loading a compact disc onto a disc loading tray of a

system for updating a compact disc according to the

present invention;

FIG. 4 is a front elevational view of a first

display screen of a graphical user interface of a

system for updating compact discs according to the

present invention;

FIG. 5 is a front elevational view of a second

display screen of a graphical user interface of a

system for updating compact discs according to the

present invention;

FIG. 6 is a front elevational view of a third

display screen of a graphical user interface of a

system for updating compact discs according to the

present invention;

FIG. 7 is a front elevational view of a fourth

display screen of a graphical user interface of a

system for updating compact discs according to the

present invention;

FIGS. 8A-8B are schematic flow diagrams of a

method of updating a compact disc according to the

prior art;

FIGS. 9A-9B are schematic flow diagrams of a

method of updating a compact disc according to the

present invention; and

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a graphical user

interface stored on a compact disc of a system for

updating compact discs according to the present

invention

.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

The present invention will now be described more

fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying

drawings which illustrate preferred embodiments of the

invention. This invention may, however, be embodied in



many different forms and should not be construed as

limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather,

these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure

will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey

5 the scope of the invention to those skilled in the art.

Like numbers refer to like elements throughout, the

prime notation, if used, indicates similar elements in

alternative embodiments.

FIGS. 1 and 3 illustrate a user updating a compact

10 disc through a global communications network 12, e.g.,

the Internet, by the use of a system 15 for updating

the same. Although this description is in the context

of the Internet, other communication networks 12, e.g.,

Intranet, can be used as well according to the present

15 invention. The compact disc 30 is preferably an

optical compact disc, as understood by those skilled in

the art, having about 600-700 Megabytes (Mb) of storage

capacity without compressing the data or without

adopting a DVD format, other format, or other type of

20 compact disc reader 22. As understood by those skilled

in the art, and even though for brevity the description

herein is in the context of conventional optical

compact discs, e.g., CD-ROM, the present invention is

also applicable to CD-R, CD-RW, hybrid, and DVD

25 formats as well as the optical compact disc or CD-ROM

format. The updating capability is preferably as

defined by SoftCD, namely SoftCD Client and/or SoftCD

Publisher by Iora Ltd. or Iora Inc., and more

preferably by SoftCD (Version 2.0 or higher) which is

3 0 also incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

The present invention preferably operates in tandem

with or as an improvement to SoftCD to provide an

enhanced system 15 and methods for updating compact

discs

.

35 According to the present invention, a CD-ROM disc

30, for example, is preferably manufactured and

10



distributed to the end user. The CD-ROM disc 3 0

preferably contains two aspects. First, the disc 3 0

has disc updating means in the form of intelligent

software that enables the user to receive updates to

5 any updatable compact disc 30 so that once the user's

computer 2 0 is enabled the user can receive updates to

any updatable compact disc 30 (see FIG. 2) . As

understood by those skilled in the art, the user's

computer 2 0 preferably includes a processor 21 for

10 processing digital data, a memory, e.g., within hard

drive 25, in communication with the processor 21 for

storing digital data, a user display 23 for displaying

graphical data to a user, and a compact disc driver or

reader 22 in communication with the processor 21 for

15 reading data from a compact disc when positioned

therein. The compact disc drive 22 also preferably

includes a loading tray or device 2 8 for loading the

disc to the reader 22. Second, a link from the

updatable compact disc 3 0 to an Internet server or

2 0 computer having software loaded thereon which defines a

server 16 (see FIGS. 1-2) . This is the location where

the updatable compact disc 3 0 can responsively retrieve

updates or amendments in the future.

According to the present invention, it will be

25 understood that the information that is transmitted to

the hard drive 25 or other storage medium of the

computer 2 0 of a disc user is preferably only the

differences between the original content 31 of the

compact disc 30 and the amendment 35 or updates. This

3 0 greatly reduces the amount of information sent and

greatly increases the speed of providing updates to

users. Therefore, this is where SoftCD software, e.g.,

a file comparison and replication technology, can

11



advantageously be used according to the present

invention.

This SoftCD software can advantageously be used

because it makes such a comparison at a low level so

5 that is it only looking for actual changes in digital

information, not whole files, documents, or programs.

This software also advantageously does not need to know

what the data is, e.g., it could be video, music, web

pages, word documents, or other data types. The

10 changes, in essence, are usually substantially

insignificant to the whole original content of the

compact disc 30. Once the software collates the

changes, the software compresses the data to be changed

to be even more efficient, and creates an amendment

15 file. An amendment file 32 is the physical differences

between the original content 31 of the compact disc 3 0

and the new data. Therefore, any download of these

changes is insignificant and very quick in comparison

to traditional methods.

2 0 As understood by those skilled in the art, SoftCD

software preferably has SoftCD Client 3 6 and SoftCD

Publisher 38. The SoftCD Publisher 38 is preferably

resident on the computer or server 16 or 18 of the

company or individual trying to create the update of

25 the content of the compact disc 30. The "Client"

software 36 is an executable installer which installs

the "Client" software 36 onto a user's computer 20,

e.g., hard drive 25. This software is currently for

Microsoft Windows Users only (Windows 95, 98, 2000, and

30 NT) . This installer is approximately 3.0 Mb as an

executable file (SoftCD Client 36) . When installed on

a Windows based computer or machine, the software

allows for the manageability and updating of a

publication. SoftCD Client 36 then becomes active in

3 5 the Windows environment (API) as understood by those

12



skilled in the art. SoftCD Client 36 is now able to

recognize an update to a publication when received and

apply it. SoftCD Publisher 38, in turn, is an

executable installer which installs "Publisher"

5 software onto a machine or computer which creates the

update or amendment. This software is also currently

for Microsoft Windows Users only (Windows 95, 98, 2000,

and NT) . This installer is approximately 3.0 Mb as an

executable file (SoftCD Publisher 38) . When installed

10 on Windows based computers or machines, the software

allows the creation of "Amendment Files" 32 and the

manageability of a publication (s)

.

SoftCD Publisher 38 also creates a "Link File" 33

which is a text based file which contains information

15 or data that tells SoftCD Client 38 where to find an

"Amendment File." For example, "location of the

amendment index is at

:

http :
//www. iqrom. com/amendments/publication] or

A: /amendments/publication] (on a floppy or magnetic

20 disc) or a combination of locations. An "Index File"

34 tells SoftCD Client 36 which is the correct

"Amendment File" 32 and how many amendments 32 there

are or that have been created.

An "Amendment File" 32 is a file created by SoftCD

25 Publisher 38 as described above and which contains the

differences between versions of a "publication." The

publication is the content of a compact disc 30.

Amendment Files 32 are specific to a particular

publication and can also run consecutively. This

30 Amendment File 32 is created by SoftCD Publisher 38

when SoftCD Publisher 38 is asked to compare an

original updatable compact disc content 31 with a newer

version of the content 32. This is normally held on

the Publisher's (computer or server 16 or 18) hard disc

13



drive. When the Amendment File 32 is created, it must

be located at the location specified by the Link File

33. This is normally an FTP location on a web server,

but is not limited to a web server. It could be a

5 floppy disc, CD-ROM, hard disc drive location, e-mail

attachment, web page, or server on an Intranet.

As shown in FIGS. 8A-8B, the following blocks 50,

for example, illustrate how this update occurs. First

(or after start 51) , an original updatable compact disc

10 30 (one which has been manufactured) or a CD-R "Gold

Master" (a Gold Master is the original data to be

manufactured onto an updatable compact disc and which

should be identical to the manufactured updatable

compact disc 30 when produced) is placed in a CD-ROM

15 drive of the Publisher or Computer 16 or 18 making the

amendment 52 (see FIG. 1) . The updatable compact disc

or Gold Master should also contain a Link File 33 and

SoftCD Client 36 (see FIG. 2) . Second, the Publisher

computer runs SoftCD Publisher 3 8 (see block 53 of FIG.

2 0 8A)

.

Third, SoftCD Publisher 3 8 needs to know the

content of the updatable compact disc 30 as a reference

(to establish the "base content" (the "base content" is

the original data 31 which is desired to be changed or

25 amended)) 54. This can be any part, or the entire

contents of an updatable compact disc 30, but often are

the entire contents of such a disc including a Link

File 33 and SoftCD Client 36 (the main root directory

and all files from it)

.

30 Then fourth, this base content 31 becomes a single

publication and is given a reference name by the user

55. This reference name is used by SoftCD Client 36 to

apply an "amendment" 32 and to differentiate it from

14



other "publications" after amendment, index, and link

files are created 56. Fifth, the Publisher also states

how the "amendment" is to be applied which is indicated

by the Link File 57. For example, "apply amendment to

5 entire contents "base content' which can be found from

an FTP location at

http :
//www. iqrom. com/amendment s /publ icationl only.

This will limit the amendment file to being applied

only from that location and only to the CD-ROM drive.

10 Sixth, the Publisher also determines any restrictions

on how the amendment can be applied 57.

Once the publication is created it will in turn

create three files, namely an "Index File" 34, an

"Amendment File" 32 , and a "Link File" 35. The Index

15 File 34 should be posted to the location specified by

the Link File 33 . It should be the correct Index File

34 relating to the latest version of amendments. The

Amendment File 32 should also be in the location

specified by the Link File 33. The Link File 33 should

2 0 be on the original Gold Master and all manufactured

updatable compact discs 30. The amendment 32 can then

be communicated to the server 16 or the publisher

computer can act as a server 18 for sending updates 58

to a user's computer 20 (see FIG. 1)

.

25 The user places an updatable disc in the disc

drive 22 of the user's computer 20 (see step 59 of FIG.

8B) , and the user manually installs and runs SoftCD

Client 36 on the user's computer through searching and

locating files from the disc 30 and using a series of

3 0 commands 61. These steps are often difficult,

especially with respect to the skill level of an

average user, and often takes extensive computer

knowledge to complete. A comparison is made between

user's version and publisher's version of SoftCD

15



Publisher 62. An error occurs if the version does not

match 63 . The user then is required to locate the

amendment file 32 (step 64) . Also, if the name of the

publication already exists on user's computer, no

5 amendment would be applied 65. Otherwise, the disc is

updated, and the user can use the new update material

66.

Some needs and/or problems, however, still exist

with the current SoftCD process. For example, the user

10 of an updatable compact discs 3 0 does not know how the

updating process works. Also, SoftCD Client 36 must

be installed on the user's computer 20 or machine, and

it must be the correct version to match the

"Publication" version. In other words, SoftCD Client

15 36 cannot be a lesser version than the Publication.

Otherwise, errors will occur, and the amendment 32 will

not apply. Additionally, the Link File 33 must be

executed to locate the "Amendment Files" 32. The user

must be informed of its existence and activate the

20 execution of the file with a mouse or other command.

This cannot be done while running a presentation.

Further, versions of Windows cannot update or

change open files. Therefore a user cannot update the

content that is open, and the user cannot apply an

2 5 amendment to it. Also, Unix web servers do not

understand the "+" sign which some versions of SoftCD

Publisher creates as a tag to the Amendment File 32.

For example, Pulbicationl +l.orl(the name of the

"Amendment File") . The Amendment File 32 could be

3 0 stored on a Unix Web Server (and will not be located)

.

Further still, the name of the Publication already

exists on the users machine (in SoftCD Client Manager)

yet it is not the same publication. This will not

apply an update. Finally, the whole process is

16



complicated and prone to user error or unacceptability

by the user to perform the required blocks.

Accordingly, the present invention advantageously

addresses these problems by enhancing the background

5 updating process to greatly reduce or alleviate user

error or unacceptability by the user to perform the

required updating blocks. The updating process 70 as

shown in blocks or steps 71-78 of FIG. 9A, are similar

to those in FIG. 8A. The blocks in FIG. 9B, however

10 are significantly different. The present invention

also enhances the removal of an "amendment" or

"publication" before applying a new one to the same

"publication." This advantageously avoids incremental

updates and enables more uses of the updatable function

15 and individual user- tailored applications. The present

invention also provides a process for enhancing the

version update of SoftCD Client 3 6 within a user

interface 40 via a communications network 12 such as

the Internet for user with older incompatible versions

20 of SoftCD Client 36. The present invention also

enhances the ability to provide multiple publications

and amendments 32 (yet none conflicting) to the same

original updatable compact discs 30 and the ability to

manage different data for different users to be able to

25 tailor the data for individual user groups, e.g., via a

menu, a web server, or password system.

The present invention further advantageously

provides the ability to locate Amendment Files 32

within a web page to enable download via any web

3 0 browser by providing a web browser plug- in based

interface which can be used to seamlessly apply

amendments 32 while on-line, and with an offline

"automatic" launch if desired. As understood by those

skilled in the art, the present invention still further

3 5 provides management or control of how often to check

17



(time, date, frequency) for new amendments 32 or

updates so that the user does not have to remember to

check. The system 15 can provide password protection

which can be linked to different publications and

5 amendment files, restriction of access to unauthorized

users of amendment files, and the ability to readily

unlock encrypted versions of SoftCD when desired or

allowed

.

In essence, as shown in FIGS. 4-7 and 9A-9B, the

10 system 15 of the present invention provides a graphical

user interface 40 independent of SoftCD Client 36 which

enhances the user updating process and informs the user

of the blocks required. The system 15 checks the users

machine 20 to establish if SoftCD Client 36 is

15 installed and that it is the correct version. If not,

then the correct version can then be installed from the

updatable compact discs 30. The Link File 33 can be

executed with the graphical user interface 40 or within

the contents of the updatable compact discs 30. This

20 can be done responsive to loading, some other event, or

by informing the user to press a button. This would

then launch the Link File 33. The system 15 provides

an independent user interface 40 the content of which

does not change and is not affected by the updating

25 functions so that problems with the user can be greatly

reduced or avoided. By changing the Windows registry

entries on the publisher's machine, the system 15

replaces the "+" sign with a " -
" sign which Unix

servers can interpret

.

3 0 Preferably, as shown in FIG. 2, SoftCD Client 3 6

and the specific "Link File" 33 are distributed on the

updatable compact disc 3 0 in an executable format

(installer) , and SoftCD Publisher is not distributed to

the user. After the disc is loaded into a user's disc
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drive 79, the graphical user interface 40 preferably

provides an automatic run facility or location which

launches a multimedia generating language 81, as

understood by those skilled in the art, such as a

5 Macromedia Director Application by Macromedia, Inc. of

San Francisco, California, which contains the user

interface 40 to do the following:

(1) Inform the user of the process of updating the

compact disc 30 (blocks 82-83); (2) Install SoftCD

10 Client 36 without having to locate it on the compact

disc 30 (block 84); (3) Launch the Link File 33 without

having to locate it on the compact disc 3 0 (block 85)

;

(4) Provide a seamless interface between the users

content and SoftCD functions; (5) Launch an independent

15 Macromedia Director "Movie" file from within a Director

Projector which does not need to be updated and

therefore does not interfere with the Windows open file

problem (block 86) ; (6) By running a third party Xtra

from within Macromedia Director to access the windows

20 API to search for, locate, and launch the Link File 33;

and (7) By running a third party Xtra from within

Macromedia Director to access the windows API to search

for, locate, and launch the SoftCD Client 36. The user

can then readily choose to update the disc content

25 (block 87) , and the amendment file 32 is applied to the

base contents within restrictions provided or

associated with the disc size and shape. A seamless

interface for updating discs is then provided.

The graphic user interface 40, for example, can be

3 0 written in C++ programming language as understood by

those skilled in the art to launch an independent

application which opens and closes responsively to

eliminate the Windows open file problem and the

Macromedia Director Projectors inability to be updated

35 when open. By using a C++ application, for example, to
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change the Windows registry settings, from "+" to "-"

eliminates the Unix web server problem. The system 15

is preferably provided by the use of Macromedia

Director 6.5 or higher, as understood by those skilled

5 in the art and which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety, Buddy API Xtra's for

Macromedia Director, and C++ programming language. It

will be understood by those skilled in the art,

however, that additional external programming in a

10 development language like C++, Visual Basic, HTML, or

Java to operate stand-alone can be used as well. These

form the basis of a set of programmable tools to tailor

the user interface 40 of the system 15 for particular

client applications and to eliminate problems

15 associated with files, sizes, and types.

As perhaps best shown in FIGS. 4-7 and 10, the

graphical user interface ("GUI") 40 preferably includes

an interface display, such as user display generator

42, responsive to user interaction, e.g., clicking of

2 0 mouse or keyboard stroke, which displays or launches a

display of the graphical user interface on the user

display of a computer. The GUI 4 0 also preferably

includes a user director 45 which visually directs a

user through a plurality of blocks, e.g., see FIGS. 4-

25 6, for updating the stored digital data in the memory

of the computer 2 0 so that the update appears to be on

the disc 30. The user director 45, preferably a

software loader, is positioned to load the disc

updating software on the disc 3 0 into the memory of the

30 computer 20. The GUI 40 can also include a user update

initiator 48 for initiating the updating of the disc

responsive to user interaction with the GUI 40. These

portions of the GUI 40 are preferably provided by

software modules, as understood by those skilled in the

35 art, stored on the disc 30.
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As illustrated in FIGS. 1-10, and more

particularly perhaps FIGS. 9A-9B, a method of updating

a compact disc 30 is provided. The method preferably

includes providing first compact disc updating software

associated with a computer 16 or 18 defining a server

for storing compact disc update data and positioning a

compact disc 30 in a compact disc drive 22 of at least

one remote computer 20 capable of storing digital data

thereon 79. The compact disc 30 preferably includes a

seating ring interface seat 35 associated with the

compact disc 30. The method also preferably includes

providing second disc updating software stored on the

compact disc 30 and in communication with the first

compact disc updating software through a communication

link 12, updating digital data stored on the compact

disc 30 by storing the updated data in the memory of

the at least one remote computer 20, and producing a

graphical user interface 40 to enhance and speed up or

quicken update capabilities to a user of the compact

disc 30.

The method can also include directing a user

through a plurality of blocks by the graphical user

interface 4 0 to thereby update stored digital data in

memory of the at least one remote computer 20 so that

the update appears to the user to be on a compact disc

30, loading disc updating software into the memory of

the at least one remote computer 2 0 responsive to the

user, and initiating the updating of the updated data

from remote disc updating software.

In the drawings and specification, there have been

disclosed a typical preferred embodiment of the

invention, and although specific terms are employed,

the terms are used in a descriptive sense only and not

for purposes of limitation. The invention has been



described in considerable detail with specific

reference to these illustrated embodiments. It will be

apparent, however, that various modifications and

changes can be made within the spirit and scope of the

5 invention as described in the foregoing specification

and as defined in the appended claims.
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THAT CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for updating a compact disc, the

apparatus comprising:

a first computer having software stored thereon

defining a server, the server having first compact disc

5 updating means associated therewith for storing compact

disc update data;

a communications network in communication with the

server;

a plurality of remote computers in communication

10 with the server through the communications network,

each of the plurality of remote computers having a

processor for processing digital data, a memory in

communication with the processor for storing digital

data, a user display in communication with the

15 processor for displaying data to a user, and a compact

disc drive positioned to receive at least one compact

disc therein; and

a compact disc positioned in the compact disc

drive of at least one of the remote computers and

2 0 capable of storing digital data thereon, the compact

disc including a seating ring interface seat associated

with the compact disc, second disc updating means

stored on the compact disc and responsive to the first

compact disc updating means for updating digital data

2 5 stored on compact disc with updated data created by

storing the updated data in the memory of the at least

one remote computer, and graphical user interfacing

means stored on the compact disc for producing a

graphical user interface to enhance update capabilities

3 0 to a user of the compact disc.

2. A system as defined in Claim 1, wherein the

graphical user interfacing means includes interface

displaying means for displaying a graphical user

interface on the user display and user directing means

5 for directing a user through a plurality of blocks for
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updating the stored digital data in the memory of the

at least one remote computer so that the update appears

to the user to be on the disc.

3. A system as defined in Claim 2, wherein the

directing means includes software loading means

displayed to a user for loading the second disc

updating means into the memory of the at least one

5 remote computer responsive to the user.

4. A system as defined in Claim 2, wherein the

graphical user interfacing means further includes

update initiating means associated with the second disc

updating means for initiating the updating of the

5 updated data from the first disc updating means.

5. A system as defined in Claim l, further

comprising a second computer remote from the first

computer and in communication with the first computer

through the communications network having software

5 stored thereon and having third compact disc updating

means associated therewith for creating update data for

communication to the first compact disc updating means

of the server.

6. A system for updating a compact disc, the

apparatus comprising:

a computer having software stored thereon defining

a server, the server having first compact disc updating

5 software associated therewith for storing compact disc

update data;

a communications network in communication with the

server;

a plurality of remote computers in communication

10 with the server through the communications network,

each of the plurality of remote computers having a

processor for processing digital data, a memory in
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communication with the processor for storing digital

data, a user display in communication with the

processor for displaying data to a user, and a compact

disc drive positioned to receive at least one compact

5 disc therein; and

a compact disc positioned in the compact disc

drive of at least one of the remote computers and

capable of storing digital data thereon, the compact

disc including a seating ring interface seat associated

10 with the compact disc, second disc updating software

stored on the compact disc and in communication with

the first compact disc updating software for updating

digital data stored on compact disc by storing the

updated data in the memory of the at least one remote

15 computer, and a graphical user interface stored on the

compact disc for producing a graphical user interface

to enhance update capabilities to a user of the

compact disc

.

7. A system as defined in Claim 6, wherein the

graphical user interface includes user directing means

for directing a user through a plurality of blocks for

updating the stored digital data in the memory of the

5 at least one remote computer so that the update appears

to the user to be on the disc.

8. A system as defined in Claim 7, wherein the

directing means includes software loading means

displayed to a user for loading the second disc

updating software into the memory of the at least one

5 remote computer responsive to the user.

9. A system as defined in Claim 8, wherein the

graphical user interface further includes update

initiating means associated with the second disc

updating software for initiating the updating of the

5 updated data from the first disc updating software.
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10. A system as defined in Claim 9, further

comprising a second computer remote from the first

computer and in communication with the first computer

through the communications network having software

5 stored thereon and having third compact disc updating

means associated therewith for creating update data for

communication to the first compact disc updating means

of the server.

11. A graphical user interface for updating a

compact disc and for enhancing update capabilities to a

user of the compact disc, the graphical user interface

comprising

:

5 directing means for directing a user through a

plurality of blocks for updating stored digital data in

memory of at least one remote computer so that the

update appears to the user to be on a compact disc, the

directing means including software loading means

10 displayed to a user for loading disc updating software

into the memory of the at least one remote computer

responsive to the user; and

update initiating means associated with the disc

updating software for initiating the updating of the

15 updated data from remote disc updating software.

12. A method of updating a compact disc, the

method comprising the blocks of:

providing first compact disc updating software

associated with a computer defining a server for

5 storing compact disc update data;

positioning a compact disc in a compact disc drive

of at least one remote computer capable of storing

digital data thereon;

providing second disc updating software stored on

10 the compact disc and in communication with the first
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compact disc updating software through a communication

link;

updating digital data stored on the compact disc

by storing the updated data in the memory of the at

5 least one remote computer; and

producing a graphical user interface on a display

of a computer to enhance update capabilities to a user

of the compact disc

.

13. A method as defined in Claim 12, further

including directing a user through a plurality of

blocks by the graphical user interface to thereby

update stored digital data in memory of the at least

5 one remote computer so that the update appears to the

user to be on a compact disc-

loading disc updating software into the memory of

the at least one remote computer responsive to the

user; and

10 initiating the updating of the updated data from

remote disc updating software.
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SYSTEM AND METHODS OF

UPDATING COMPACT AND
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR UPDATING SAME

Abstract of the Disclosure

A system and method for updating a compact disc is

provided. The apparatus preferably has a computer

having software stored thereon defining a server. The

server has first compact disc updating software

5 associated therewith for storing compact disc update

data. A communications network is preferably

positioned in communication with the server, and a

plurality of remote computers are preferably in

communication with the server through the

10 communications network. Each of the plurality of

remote computers preferably includes a processor for

processing digital data, a memory in communication with

the processor for storing digital data, a user display

in communication with the processor for displaying data

15 to a user, and a compact disc drive positioned to

receive at least one compact disc therein. A compact

disc is positioned in the compact disc drive of at

least one of the remote computers and is capable of

storing digital data thereon. The compact disc

2 0 preferably includes a seating ring interface seat

associated with the compact disc, second disc updating

software stored on the compact disc and in

communication with the first compact disc updating

software for updating digital data stored on compact

25 disc by storing the updated data in the memory of the

at least one remote computer. A graphical user

interface is stored on the compact disc for producing a

graphical user interface to enhance update capabilities

to a user of the compact disc.
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PUCE CO IN CO-ROM ORIVE
OF PUBLISHER'S COMPUTER.

5+-

PUBLISHER RUNS SOFT CO PUBLISHER
ON PUBLISHER'S COMPUTER.

$3

SOFT CO PUBLISHER CHECKS CONTENT OF THE
COmm TO ESTABLISH THE "BASE CONTENT".

THE "BASE CONTENT" BECOMES A SIN6LEPUBLICATION
ANO IS GIVEN A "REFERENCE NAME" WHICH IS USEO

BY "SOFT CO CLIENT" ON CO TO APPLY
AN "AMENOMENT" ANO TO OIFFERENTIATE ITFROM
OTHER "PUBLICATIONS" ON USER'S COMPUTER .

PUBLISHER CREATES "INOEX", "AMENOMENT", ANO "LINK" FILES.

PUBLISHER STATES HOW THE "AMENOMENT'' IS TO
BE APPLIED. WHICH IS INOICATEO BY THE "LINK FILE",

ANO OETERMINES ANY RESTRICTIONS ON
HOW "AMENOMENT" CAN BE APPLIED.

£1

^^mIeNÔ MENT" IS COMMUNICATEO TO SERVER?^
58



USER PLACES CO IN USER'S CO ROM OGIVE
\

I
01

5*)

USER INSTALLS ANO RUNS SOFTCO
CLIENT ON USER'S COMPUTER.

COMPARISON MAOE BETWEEN USER'S VERSION
ANO PUBLISHER'S VERSION OF SOFTCO PUBLISHER.

ERROR OCCURS IF VERSIONS OO NOT MATCH 1^
BETWEEN VERSIONS OF PUBLISHER.

(pi-

t>3

USER LOCATES LINK FILEANO EXECUTES LINK TO
LOCATEAMENOMENT FILE (CAN NOT BE OONE WHILE
RUNNING PRESENTATION OR HAVING OPEN FILE).

IFNAME OFPUBLICATION ALREADY EXISTS ON
USER'S COMPUTER WOULO NOT APPLY THE AMENOMENT.
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/PUBLISHER RUNS SOFT CO PUBLISHER
ON PUBLISHER'S COMPUTER.
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/SOFT CO PUBLISHER CHECKS CONTENT OF THE IQROM
CO -em* TO ESTABLISH THE "BASE CONTENT".

THE "BASE CONTENT" BECOMES A SINGLE PUBLICATION
ANO IS GIVEN A "REFERENCE NAME" WHICH IS USEO

BY "SOFT CO CLIENT" ON CO TO APPLY
AN "AMENOMENT" ANO TO OIFFERENTIA TE IT FROM
OTHER "PUBLICATIONS" ON USER'S COMPUTER

PUBLISHER CREATES "INOEX" "AMENOMENT". ANO "LINK" FILES.

PUBLISHER STATES HOW THE "AMENOMENT"IS TO
/BE APPLIEO. WHICH IS INOICA TEO BY THE "LINK FILE".

ANO OETERMINES ANY RESTRICTIONS ON
HOW "AMENOMENT CAN BE APPLIED.

"AMENOMENT" IS COMMUNICATEO TO SERVER.
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^9
PLACE CO IN USER'S CO-ROM ORIVE

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE LAUNCHES MACROMEOIA
OIRECTOR APPLICATION WHICH PROVIOES A SEAMLESS USER

INTERFACE BETWEEN USER AND CONTENT.

USER INTERFACE INFORMS USER
OF PROCESS OF UPOATING CO

INTERFACE INSTALLS SOFTCOCUENT FROM CO
WITHOUT HAVING TO LOCATE ON CO.

INTERFACE LAUNCHES "LINK FILE" FROM CO
WITHOUT HAVING TO LOCATE ON CO.

95

INTERFACE LAUNCHES INOEPENOENT MACROMEOIA Oil

I APPLICATION FILE WHICH OOES NOT INTERFACE
WITH WINOOWS OPEN FILE PROBLEM.

#6

IUSER CHOOSE^TO^bln^CDr^̂ $7

I SOFTCO APPLIES "AMMENOMENT FILE"
BASF CONTENT. WITHIN RESTRICTIONS.
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